A Comprehensive Solution
For Your Maximum Security

Protecting and securing hundreds of prisons world-wide
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Supporting Your Policy and Personnel at All Times
Prisons around the world are highly complex domains to manage and run.
Magal S3 Solutions assist prison personnel at any level control and reinforce facility policy while harnessing powerful
and proven technology to stay on top of events.
An Industry-Wide Conﬁdence in Magal S3′s Security Solutions
The majority of U.S. correctional facilities that use electronic security employ our sensors and life safety products
for both perimeter and staﬀ security.
Perimeter Intrusion Detection
Smart indicative fences, virtual and concealed sensors, radars and cameras.
Entry Checkpoints
Pedestrian gates - Biometric identiﬁcation, face recognition, handheld scanning
Car gates - Vehicle examination, LPR, access control, barriers.
Surveillance and Intelligence
Cellular detection and jamming, content interception, video analytics, performance VMD (Video Motion Detection) and
sophisticated IVA (Intelligent Video Analytics).
Staﬀ Security
Personal camera tracking, trigger-based cell doors, emergency scenarios, and panic buttons.
Communications
Video conferencing capabilities, phone systems, intercoms and radios.
Contraband Prevention
Full scale metal detection, X-ray and electronic device detection, narcotic substances detection and more.
Inmate Tracking
Electronic bracelets, home arrest and rehabilitation institute tracking.
Fortis 4G Command & Control
Upgrade your existing security controls with our powerful and dynamic Command and Control software-complete third-party
integration and enable personnel to monitor all sites from a single location.

About MAGAL
Magal S3 is a leading international provider of solutions and
products for physical and cyber security, as well as safety and site
management. Over the past 45 years, Magal S3 has delivered
tailor-made security solutions and turnkey projects to hundreds of
satisﬁed customers in over 80 countries - under some of the most
challenging conditions.
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